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Abstract
Ongoing student feedback on course content and assignments can be valuable for MOOC instructors in the absence of face-to-face-interaction. To collect ongoing feedback and scalably identify valuable suggestions, we built the MOOC Collaborative Assessment and Feedback Engine (M-CAFE). This mobile platform allows MOOC students to numerically assess the course, their own performance, and provide textual suggestions about how the course could be improved on a weekly basis. M-CAFE allows students to visualize how they compare with their peers and read and evaluate what others have suggested, providing peer-to-peer collaborative filtering. We evaluate M-CAFE based on data from two EdX MOOCs.
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Introduction
Student engagement with course material is important for effective teaching [1]. However, assessing engagement is particularly challenging in the context of MOOCs because of the lack of face-to-face interaction.
The online structure of MOOCs encourages development of novel course evaluation methods and timely feedback systems.

Apart from quantitative data from course evaluations, instructors often find qualitative (textual) data to be a valuable supplement [4]. Stephens-Martinez et al. suggest that qualitative data such as discussion forums, class surveys, and discussions with students are considered the most useful [2]. However, the vast quantity of qualitative data produced by these sources impedes professors from obtaining valuable information efficiently. New tools must be developed that allow MOOC instructors to efficiently collect and analyze data.

In this work-in-progress report, we present a new platform, the MOOC Collaborative Assessment and Feedback Engine (http://opinion.berkeley.edu/m-cafe-2), which encourages students to check in weekly to numerically assess the course, provide qualitative (textual) suggestions on course improvements, and rate each other's suggestions.

As a pilot study, we evaluate M-CAFE with 2 EdX MOOCs by testing the following hypotheses:

1. The ranking of textual input using peer-to-peer collaborative filtering will be significantly closer to expert human performance than NLP methods.

2. The temporal trends of quantitative input will be significantly correlated with events and changes in the course (i.e. material difficulty, homework assignments, quizzes, etc.).

Upon entering M-CAFE (Figure 1 (a)), new students are required to register by email and are given the option to provide their age, gender, home country, years of college-level education, and the primary reason why they are taking the course (Figure 1 (b)). Returning students can login with their email address. Students are then directed to a page (Figure 1 (c)) where they rate the following 5 quantitative assessment topics (QAT) about the course on a scale of 1-10 (1 represents "Very Low" and 10 represents "Very High"):

1. How would you grade this course so far in terms of technical difficulty? (Course Difficulty)
2. How would you grade this course so far in terms of usefulness to your career? (Course Usefulness)
3. How would you grade your enthusiasm so far for this course? (Self-Enthusiasm)
(4) How would you grade your performance so far in this course? (Self-Performance)

(5) How would you grade the effectiveness of course assignments to help you develop your skills? (HW Effectiveness)

Next, students are directed to a virtual "cafe" interface (figure 1 (d)) where mugs representing other students are arranged on a coffee table [18]. In the cafe, qualitative (textual) suggestions from students are solicited around a Discussion Question: "In what specific ways could this course be enhanced to make it more valuable for you?"

Students click on mugs to view the textual suggestions of their peers and then evaluate how valuable the suggestions are on a scale of 1-10 (Figure 1 (e)). After rating two suggestions, a new mug appears in the middle of the table, prompting the student to enter his or her own suggestion (Figure 1 (f)).

Case Study
We utilized M-CAFE during the June-July 2014, 6-week EdX MOOC course CS 169.2x and the October-December 2014, 8-week EdX MOOC course CS 169.1x: Engineering Software as a Service. Each week students were invited via email to visit or revisit M-CAFE to enter feedback about the course.

Qualitative Textual Feedback Data
Students provided a total of 83 suggestions for CS 169.1x and 132 suggestions for CS 169.2x to answer the question "In what specific way could this course be enhanced to make it more valuable for you?" We also observed a total of 1,691 and 3,564 peer-to-peer ratings for the two courses respectively.

We ranked the suggestions using the lower bound of the binomial proportion confidence interval (also called the Wilson Score). This score incorporates both the mean and the variance of the ratings received. We took the mean grade \( g \) and then calculated the 95\% confidence interval of \( g \) using standard error: \( g \pm 1.96 \times SE(g) \). We ranked the comments by the lower bound \( g - 1.96 \times SE(g) \) since it is more robust when suggestions are contentious and receive a different number of ratings.

Collaborative Filtering
Various online platforms with crowd-sourcing ability have adopted collaborative filtering as an alternative approach to Natural Language Processing (NLP) [3]. While NLP of qualitative data hints at the important words or phrases, it fails to identify the underlying meaning of the sentences. Given the complicated nature of natural language, collaborative filtering has gained popularity for content-based items, such as customer recommendations and solution rankings on online QA platforms. Unlike most cases where the items are rated dichotomously, in M-CAFE, we adopted a 10-point scale to better capture rating differences between items in a setting with hundreds of participants.

We hypothesize that peer-to-peer collaborative filtering is capable of identifying valuable suggestions in M-CAFE. Our work will assess the performance of collaborative filtering based on three questions:

1. Are novel comments receiving higher ratings?
2. Is the top-rated set of comments representative of the entire dataset in terms of topics covered?
3. Are comments with higher quality (e.g. conciseness, clarity and completeness) receiving higher ratings?

If the answer is yes to all of the above questions, looking at the top-rated comments would provide us most of the information contained in the entire set, thus addressing the scale issue of qualitative data by reducing the dataset to a representative subset.

**Demographic Influence**

We will also evaluate the demographic influence on the students’ behavior in M-CAFE. How does gender, age, country, or years of training affect the number of peer-to-peer ratings provided? Which types of students are more likely to provide insightful suggestions and what aspects of the course are students from similar backgrounds mostly concerned with?

**Quantitative Feedback**

There are numerous studies on the danger of purely quantitative course evaluations [3]. Stark and Freishtat [4] argue that quantitative rating data from course evaluations are subject to significant self-selection bias. Though our data nonetheless suffer from self-selection bias, the temporal nature of M-CAFE allows for relative analysis of quantitative data (i.e. increases and decreases) that may be less susceptible to biases.

We will explore the relative relationship of the QATs between weeks throughout each course and attempt to link the quantitative observations to the qualitative feedback in the corresponding weeks to ensure the validity of quantitative trends. In addition, we will study the inter-relationship between the QATs and the correspondence of the QATs to the schedule of the course, aiming to identify other aspects of the course that could explain and validate the trends presented by the quantitative data.
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